COASTAL SOURCE DEALER WEBSITE TUTORIAL
Welcome to the Coastal Source Dealer Website
Using your user name and password, you will be able to estimate jobs and place orders 24/7/365 as well
as be able to access many valuable CS Dealer Resources. While we accept orders via phone and email,
these orders can face delays during peak times and do not enjoy the automated Order Confirmation
email and other benefits of orders placed on our dealer website. We also find that dealers who learn to
use the dealer website typically develop better knowledge of our products (including new offerings) and
find value in the ‘Order History’ and ‘My Quotes’ features available under ‘My Account.’
In addition, we have beefed up our Dealer Resources (FAQs, Cut Sheets, LED Photometrics, Demo Kits,
Newsletters, etc.) that can be accessed from the right-hand sidebar of the site. At this time, these do
not require a password for these assets, so please share this information with team members and/or
strategic partners who do not have credentials to access pricing and other dealer-only functions.
Getting There
To get started, click the “Dealer Website” link at the top our consumer site (www.coastalsource.com):

Or go directly to http://dealer.coastalsource.com/ (no www necessary) to access our Dealer Website:

Once there you will need to click ‘Dealer Login’ and enter your username and password to gain access to
pricing and ordering functions.

Ordering Options
Once you have logged in successfully, there are three ways that you can find/study/order products:
1. Shop browsing option: This is a good way to view specific products and information, but is not
efficient for building large orders. You will navigate through categories to view specific product pages.
2. Quick Order Pad: If you have an order in front of you with our product SKUs or if you have an order in
spreadsheet form, this is the most efficient way to build an order. You can type or copy/paste SKUs and
quantities to build an order very quickly. You can take an Excel spreadsheet (or even PDF, in some
cases) and add it to the web cart immediately and without rekeying. This can be a HUGE time saver and
gets your order processed and shipped more quickly and without the chance of keying errors.
Spreadsheet Entry Notes: QTY can be in first or second column and there is no need to reorder columns.
Spreadsheets can be copied/pasted with up to 100 line items and quantities.
3. Order Form: If you do not have a PO to copy/paste from (see above), our Order Form is the fastest
way to build an order or quote. With categories and sub-categories that follow the same order as our
Price Sheets, you can expand/contract and fill in quantities for the items you want to add to an order or
quote. This is the way most experienced Dealers build their quotes and orders so the remainder of
this document will be dedicated to illustrating this method.

Placing an Order
Let us walk through a sample quote/order using the Order Form method.
Click ‘Order Form’ on the upper/right part of the page and you’ll see something like this:

The Dealer Order Form has a number of Categories and Subcategories that can be expanded one at a
time by clicking the Categories, or click ‘Show All Products’ to get a complete listing of all products that

are available for web ordering. You can also use the ‘Filter Products’ tool to check only those finishes
you’d like to see.
Let us build a simple order:
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

FLEX Path Light - Small China Hat (Vintage Brass)
MR16 3W/3000K/55D LED Lamp (Path lights and Tiki Torches can accommodate max 3W MR16)
10’ 12AWG Black Extension Cable
150W Direct Burial Transformer (best-selling transformer)

Expand the following sections by clicking the category names, with the slash (/) symbol below
representing the separation between Category and Subcategory:
Landscape Lighting / Path Lights – FLEX (Pre-Assembled)
Landscape Lighting / LED Lamps / MR16 LED Lamps (3000K)
Wires & Cables / Coastal Connector (CC) Extension Cables
Landscape Lighting / Transformers (AC)
Find the exact items needed for this order and put a (1) in the quantity box. Below is an image of
entering QTY 1 for a FLEX Small China Path Light:

When finished entering the required quantities for all items, click the ‘Add to Cart’ button in
bottom/right corner of page. After clicking ‘Add to Cart,’ the cart should look like this:

The Shopping Cart gives you a chance to change quantities (remember to click ‘Update’ under any
quantities that you change), add items through the Quick Order Pad or even go back to the Order Form
to add additional items. When your shopping cart is perfect, click ‘PROCEED TO SECURE CHECKOUT’ if
you are ready to purchase, or ‘SAVE AS QUOTE’ if you would like to download a quote or resume this
order at a later time.
If you choose ‘SAVE AS QUOTE’, please note that you can access your quotes by logging in, clicking ‘My
Account’ at the top of the site and then ‘My Quotes’ on the left-hand sidebar. You can export your
quotes into Excel and/or Add to Cart if you’d like to revise/resave the quote or if you’re ready to
purchase.
If you choose to PROCEED TO SECURE CHECKOUT:
You will see fields for shipping, billing and Special Instructions. This page contains everything you need
to make sure the order gets handled the way you need it to. If the Payment Method is ‘Purchase Order,’
please write a job name or PO number that will help you recognize the order when the invoice arrives.
‘Special Instructions’ is a field we look at when we process the order so make sure you let us know
anything important about this order. We can handle just about anything as long as we know what you
need! (Please note that any ‘Demo Discounts’ will not appear on the web as they are handled prior to
invoicing.)

After you ‘SUBMIT’ the order, you will get an on-screen confirmation message as well as a confirmation
email. If you do not receive a confirmation email within 60 seconds of seeing the onscreen
Confirmation, please call 800.719.1996 or email your CS representative. This system is very reliable and
you will typically see the email within 5-10 seconds of placing your order.
Learning the Site
As with our products, the best way to learn how to use our web tools is to try them and become familiar
with them. As you get used to them you will find they are very intuitive as 99% of our site design was
based on requests and feedback from real CS dealer website users. We look forward to developing our

website and other tools to help you be efficient, accurate and successful in the marketplace. After all,
that is our entire reason for starting Coastal Source!
Tips for Success (aka ‘Common Mistakes to Avoid’)
 Path Lights and Tiki Torches can fit 3W max G3 MR16 LED lamps. Bullets can use up to 9W.
 FLEX Bullet and Path Lights make for a very easy introduction to CS. Choosing fixtures, risers,
mounts/stakes and cables a la carte can be frustrating for a first timer. Please ask for help if you
want to go this route as we love to help before your order ships!
 All fixtures have a CMC (Coastal Mini Connector) fitting either built into the fixture (Bullet, Path,
Tiki, Wash) or attached to a short lead cable (Step, Nose). Either way, if you are ordering just the
fixture, you need to plan to connect to a CMC Cable, splitter or adapter. Please ask…we love to help
before your order ships!
o NOTE: To help clarify the two bullets above: FLEX Bullet Lights and Path Lights come already
assembled with a CMC-CC Y-cable, which has CC in/out for attachment to your main (trunk)
12AWG cable line and a CMC connector at the fixture (inside the riser- not visible unless the
FLEX kit is taken apart). FLEX makes things easy for your first few CS jobs and for the
majority of your ground-based lighting once you become an expert. If you increase riser
height later, you will need a CMC Extension Cable to account for the height difference.
 If you order from the Direct Connect section of the Order Form, you will need to think about
compatibility. For example, all fixtures are ½” threaded but all stakes are ¾” threaded so you will
need a riser to connect the two. Please ask…we love to help before your order ships!
 Timers: DT620 is for use inside of our AA or ESS transformers and HB880R is for external use with
our Direct Burial transformers
 Speaking of Direct Burial transformers, they are rated for burial but do not have to be buried. They
can be mounted to a post, or even mounted to a wall like our AA or ESS transformers.
 AC vs. DC: AC is for Lighting only and DC is for Audio or small lighting systems. We are working on
DC Power Supplies for large lighting systems. Stay tuned!
 Pile Caps: We stock white caps and are building up our inventory of black caps as well. Please check
web for availability in the size you need, or ask your CS rep for help.
 Clearance Items: Here you can find discontinued products, finishes, etc. on our Dealer Website and
price lists for consideration. Some dealers use these products aggressively while others do not use
them at all. Please ask questions and we will be happy to guide you.

